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The Inportant functional role of the school library is a
recent twentieth century (toveloiswnt in the consciousness of school
librarians, principals, sup^intendents, teachers, supervisors, school
board planning connittees and architects. The realization that cur¬
rent educational trends present Increasing demands for adequacy and
functional librazy services have caused school library planners to
Uiink in terns of the library users instead of the library itself
when constructing plans far building or renovating. The objectives
of the school and the extent to which the library serves the c<»iraunlty
have definite bearing on the kind of quarters toat are planned.
VIhen organized library service in schools was relatively
new in the early 1920*8 the major objective of school officials
was to have some space designated in the building for the open shelving
of library books. With the increase of enrollments, school buildings
were larger and more attention was focused upon creating an atmosidiere
in libraries that would be sore conducive to reading and studying.
In the earlier period, the 1920*8, readii^ rooms, work space,
librarians* offices, conference rooms and audio-visual rooms were not
considered in connection with school library quarters. The librarian
was primarily concerned with issuing books to persons who requested
them. Now school librarians tend to have a personal feeling of res¬
ponsibility to those they serve. School librarians are interested in
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stimulating requests for service, in knowing about the individual
backgrounds, the Interests and abilities of students and in pro¬
viding for students' welfare and comfort while they are in the
library. Thus school administrators and librarians have shown
an increasing Interest in making school library quarters attractive
and f\inctlonal.
Library literature during the last 25 years has included an
increasing amount of material on the physical aspects of all types
of libraries indicating that beauty, comfort and convenience of
library buildings and quarters, furnishings and equipment are im¬
portant to meeting the needs of library users and in stimulating
reading interests.
Mary Peacock Douglas svimmarlzes the 'brends in school library
development as follows:
(1) There has been an upsurge in the iBqprovement of
school library facilities in the last half century. (2)
Especially significant is the attention being given to the
elementary school library. (3) The program of the school
and the vision of the administrator determine to a large
degree the library quarters provided. (U) The library
quarters, wheldier in new buildings or resulting from reno¬
vations in old buildings, are projected in terms of use¬
fulness and attractiveness. (5) The need for reading rooms,
workrooms, storage space, conference rooms, offices, and
library classrooms is receiving general acceptance in the
more far-sighted schools. Provision for housing and using
audio-visual materials and equipment as a part of the
library plan is assiuning ioqportance. (6) The fundamentals
of sound library planning apply to all types of schools -
elementary, twelve-grade, junior high, and senior hl^
schools. (7) Informality ralher than rigidity is in evi¬
dence in the layout of all types of school libraries. (8)
The use of color in decoration and the use of light furni¬
ture has Inproved the neye-rest" factor. (9) Continued
adaptation of shelving and furniture to the needs of the
group served is providing more functional equipment.
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(10) Attention is being given at the national, state,
and local levels to the desirability of printed stan>
dards to serve as guides in new construction, as well
as in renovation, of library facilities,^
Purpose and Scope
In view of the trends toward more functional, attractive
and comfortable school library quarters tills study proposes: (1)
to analyze in chronological order the literature from 1930 terou^
19^U which indicates the trends in school library quarters, decora¬
tion, furniture and equipment, (2) to compare the early trends in
library quarters, decoration, furniture and equipment with the later
developments, (3) to find out which magazines these articles
appeared in most frequently and (U) to conqpile a chronological
bibllografdiy on school library quarters and equipment.
Methodology
The following procedures were used in the development of
this study: A chronological bibliography was made of material
relative to the subject from Library Literature,^ Education Index,^
and the Readers* Quids to Periodical Literature^ ftom 1930 throu^
^Mary Peacock Douglas, •’P^.ans and Equipment for School
Libraries'*, Libraiy Trends, I (jamuasy, 1953), 330-331,
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Library Literattrre, ed, Dorothy Ethyln Cole (New York:
Wilson, 1930-1955,’)
%ducatl(m Index, ed, Dorothy Ross Carpenter and Elizabeth
L, Miller (iJew York: Wilson, 1930-l^U,)
headers' Guide to Periodical Literature (New York: Wilson,
1930-195UT)
h
195U* The entries in Library Literature were located under toe
subject headings "Architects and Buildings" and "School Libraries".
The entries in toe Education Index were listed under toe general
heading "Libraries, School" and under toe sub-heading "Equipnent
and Supplies". The entries in toe Readwrs* Quids to Periodical
Literature were listed under toe heading "School Libraries".
Then toe articles in the bibliography were read in chrono¬
logical order and detailed notes were taken. From the literature
read a checklist was developed of items pertaining to school library
quarters. This checklist was divided into three general categories:
(1) quarters (as a whole), (2) decoration, and (3) furniture and
equlpnent. The reading notes were classified l?y specific topics
as Indicated in toe above statement.
Under toe gener§l heading of quarters and in toe order of
frequency toe following subjects were treated: Location, workrooms,
lighting, conference ro<nas, size of library roans, windows, size
of library quarters (laeasured by seating capacity), librarians'
offices, reading rooms, study rooms, entrances and exists, storage
space, audio-visual rooms, browsing areas, classroom libraries,
ventilation and heat.
Under toe general heading of decoration and in toe order
of frequency toe following subjects were treated: Ceilings, floor
coverings, wall color and finishes^ color schemes, decoration, roan
arrangement and woodwork.
Under toe general heading of library furniture and equipment
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and in the order of frequency the foUovlng subjects were treated:
Shelying, tables, chairs, furniture, charging desks, periodical
racks, bulletin boards, display cases, fireplaces, card catalogs,
atlas and dictionary stands, bookcases, sinks, and the following
miscellaneous items: filing cabinetsj newspaper racks, librarians'
desks, maps, book trucks, telephones, shelf-list cases and typewriters.
Tables were set up ts indicate the trends numerically by
number and percentages as shown by the checklist items on school
library quarters in general, on decoration, and on furniture and
equipment.
The articles were analyzed to show the extent of emphasis
of the various topics as indicated by the number of references to
them found in the literature.
Following Chapter III there is a bibliography of the
articles from educational and library periodicals idiich discuss
the various phases of school library quarters from 1930 throus^
19!^U. Ihe bibliography is arranged first chronologically by years
and alphabetically for each year by author or title.
CHAPTER II
ANALYSIS OF THE LITERATURE, 1930 - 195U
Aoalysis By Date
From 1930 through 19Sh, 260 articles on physical facilities
of school libraries were published in educational and library perio¬
dicals (see Table !)• The largest number of articles, 28, were
published In 1933* The next largest number of articles by years
appeared ^en In each of two years, 1932 and 1952, there were 22
articles on this subject. In 1952, 18 such articles were published.
In each of the following years: 1930, 1935> 19U3 and 19Uli« only four
articles on school llbraxy quarters were published and In 19U5 only
one article appeared.
Of the 260 articles, 237 or 91,1 per cent of them deal in
varying degrees with school library quarters in general; 93 or 35,7
per cent contain information on library decoration and 93 or 35,7
per cent refer to school library furniture and equlisBent (see Table
2), Some articles cover both of the categories and some Include
information on all three categories.
Analysis Ry Sources
The periodical indexes consulted hy subjects as indicated
in the Methodology in Chapter 1, revealed that articles on school
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School Board Journal, Illinois Libraries, Library Journal, Library
Occiirrent, Library Trends, The Nation’s Schools, New York Libraries
and The Wilson Library Bulletin. The Nation's Schools and The
American School Board Journal publish articles on all phases of
elementary and secondary school education; however these magazines
contained the greatest numbers of articles on the physical facilities
of school libraries (see Table 3)« The Nation’s Schools, during the
TABLE 2
NOMBEa OF REFERENCES TO SCHOOL LIBRARY QUARTERS IN GENERAL,
DECORATION, FURNITURE AND EQUIPMENT
Tear Quarters (in General) Decoration Furnltxire and Squlpoient
1930 3 1 1
1931 lU k 3
1932 20 5 5
1933 26 5 5
193U 9 U h
1935 3 2 2
1936 6 6 u
1937 9 3 • • •
1938 11 5 u
1939 U 6 7
19U0 5 2 1
19U1 5 U 3
19U2 6 2 1
19U3 h 2 3
19Wi h 1 2
19U5 1 • * a
19li6 6 2 2
19U7 7 2 2
19U8 7 1 3
19li9 8 h U
1950 10 5 5
1951 18 6 9
1952 20 9 9
1953 16 9 7
195U 8 3 7
Total 237 93 93
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period 1930 to 195U published 122 or b6«9 per cent of the articles
examined for this study and The American School Board Journal UU
or ti.3«8 per cent of the articles. Of the library periodicals the
Llbraiy Journal led In the number of articles on this subject vlth
lU or 5*U per cent. Next In the order of frequency Is Illinois
Libraries wltix four or 1,5 per cent of the articles and The Wilson
Library Bulletin with three or 1,2 per cent. Library Trends, Library
Occurrent and {flw York Libraries rank last with one article each
(less than one per cent of the total number of articles).
Analysis By Content
Library In General
Location,"-In trying to determine the location for the sdiool
library It is wise to think in terms of the ower-all architectural
school plan and purposes In terms of activities that are a part of
the school curriculum. The users of the library idiether they are
adults of the oomnunlty, kindergarten pupils, elementary school
pupils, or hi^ school pupils should be considered in the {banning,
Fargo makes this observation.
Various sites for the lilurary suite within the school
building have be«i proposed} much of course depending on
the general architectural plan, main traffic arteries within
the seheol, the location of other study and activi^ units,
lighting, need for quiet, and possibilities for expansion,^
Loeation was described in 130 or 50 per cent of the references
^Lucille F, Fargo, The Library in the School (Uth ed,} Chicago:
American Library Association, Lyki)» p, xuU,
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to tha library in general. Four locations for the library were
mentioned: Second floors a central location^ the first floor and
the third floor. From the tmo articles mhidi described location
in 1930^ one used the term centrally located and the ether used the
second floor. Centrally located seaaed to be used to dfscribe loea>
tlon in terms of the specific school needs and object!res. In 1933
out of 16 articles shicb referred to location 11 Ascribed the
library as being located on the second floor; tso on the first floor;
tao as its being centrally located and one suggested that it be placed
on the third floor. Out of 13 articles that described location in
1932; seven used the second floor; four the first floor and tso used
the third floor. In 191:2 out of five articles shieh treated location
three used the term centrally located and tso used second floor. Out
of five articles in 191^2 three used centrally located and Ixo used
first floor. From 1930 through 195U the second floor sas referred
to 67 times> centrally located sas used 36 times, first floor sas
used 16 times and third floor elc^t times.
It sould be concluded that throughout this period the second
floor is favored as -tiie most desirable location for the 8(hool library;
unless, the library serves the public in shichcase the first floor is
preferred.
Sl8e.«-Sige sas described in 69 or 3i:.8 per cent of the
references to the library in generil. Sise sas measured by square
feet 111 times; by seating capacity 23 times; described as large 13
times; as small tso times; as being of aiqole size, medium and spacious
one time each. In 1931 tso articles referred t^^ti^^size of library
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quarters; each article aeasured the size hy the use of the eord
large* In 1932| 10 articles Mentioned the size of the sdiool
library; capaoity and sqpiare feet sere used four tines; anple
sine and aediua sere used one time each* In 19U2 tso articles
sere published referring to the size of the library; one article
Bade use of the tern capacity and the other used the sord large*
Six references sere made on the size of the library in 19^2, three
referred to the seating capacity of the library and three referred
to the nusiber of 8(;piare feat of the library* Qie aost frequent
practice has been to refer to the size of the school library in terns
of square feet and then next in terns of seating capacity*
WerkrooB*.~»'Ihe sorkroon sas referred to in 69 or 26*!^ per cent
of the references to the library in general. Froa 1930 thsrough 1933
library literature merely mentioned that the library should have a
separate sorkiroom* The first mention of the size of the sorkroon
sas in 193U shen one artifda referred to the sorkroon as a small
one. From 193^ to 1937 articles referred to sozicrooms and also to
space allocated as sork areas sithin the area of the nain library
room* In 1936 articles began to refer to sorkroom equipnent includ¬
ing the sink, zunning sater, sorktable, typesriter desk, and shelf-
list file* The color and lighting of the sorkroon first received
attention in the 19U0 publications* Sie Ibllosing description sas
Bade of one school library sorkroon in 19U0.
Adjoinit^ the periodical room is the sorkiroon, lU* x 20*
shi<di has excellent north li^t fron three los sindosa* Here,
too, the color sdittae harmonizes sith that of the other rooms,
olive green and blue.l
^"Modern Sdiool Library, EL Monte, California," Library
Journal, LXV (May 1$, 19l»0), 1*50*
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In 19UU school library plans ssre boing designed to place the eork-
room near the reading rooa so that supervision by the librarian
eould be leas difficult* Of the artides published from 19U6 to
19^ sise* location, and eqdi»Mnt of the moikroom mere still of
waxdn concern* Workrooms having glass partitions to ioqprove library
supervision mere first mentioned in the literature in 1951* F^m
19^ through 19l^li more attention mas given in the literature to
larger morkrooms and te the igqportance of its location and equipment*
Ihe first reference to the ventilation of the morkroom mas made in
the literature in 19^* In January, 19^ a survey shomed that a
group of librarians bad this opinion concerning the morkroom*
Considered by many librarian as the outstanding feature
of their library mas a large mell planned morkroom mith
plenty of shelving space for processing books, plenty of
cabinets for storage, a siidc and much counter moztc space*^
From 1930 through 19^ the location of the morkroom mas mentioned
19 times, sise 17, equipsent 11, glass partitions three times,
and a special location for the librarian's supervision tmo times*
Itoday, the morkroom is an essential part of library activity)
therefon, mhen plans are being designed for school library garters,
it receives as much attention as aqy other part of the library*
Li>dit*«~Li)eht ranks fourth as the most frequently discussed
item relative to the library in general* It mas described in 62
or 23*8 per cent of these references* !Ehe types of lighting mere
G* Erbes, "If Librazlans Planned the Libraries,"
Illinois Libraries* XXXVI (January, 193^), 16*
natural and artificial. Froa 1930 through 19^ the aord artifi¬
cial lighting appeared in the articles tines and natural lighting
appeared 12 tines. Artificial lighting Included fluorescent lighting^
incandescent lighting and oold cathode fixtures. Natural lis^ting
incladed day li^ting« directional lij^ting (northern^ southern*
eastern or nestern esqposure)* clerestory lifting* and skylighting.
Dixectional lighting eas first aMntioned in 1939 and it continued
to be nenidoned through 19$k» Variation in use of artificial and
natural lighting eas given attention in 19it0. Lighting and its direct
effect on the reader eere given serious attention in 19142. From 19U2
through 19^14 light reflection and glare as they affect the reader*
were given sene thought. Advantages and disadvantages of vaxlous
types of lifting eere carelhlly pointed out. In 19I4I4 the onsatls-
faetoyy use of table laigqps eas carefully pointed out. ArticLes
pointed out the essential need of having proper lighting in all parts
of the library. Ihe largest oiphasis eas placed on lighting in the
reading room. Ihere eas a trend toward the use of pastel color
schemes in wall and ceiling decoration* floor covering and furni¬
ture} this causes light to reflect and helps the lighting problem.
Ihe number of referenoes to li^t flrom 1930 to 19514 varied in eadi
of these years from 10 referenoes to no references. Ihe largest
number* 10 artlcaoa^ were written in 1951* Much progress has been
made in artificial and natural lifting develoi»ent since the Second
World War. It has become a realisation that only the best library
service can be rendered if the school has been given the best lighting
dystMi possible.
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Conference rooms♦«-From 1930 through 195U conference rooms
mere referred to It? times in 18«1 per cent of the articles per-
taining to the library in general. Ihls mas 18.1 per cent of the
references on the library in general. Sli^t referenMs^ the largest
number for a single year were made in 1952^ six, the second largest
number of references mere made in 1932. Ihe number of conference
rooms Included in library design for the various schools mas men¬
tioned in 26 artidjes, location in 21 articles, the purpose of the
conference room in eight articles and the size of the conference
room in tmo articles. Conference rooms mere usually located near
the librarian's office. Ihe general purpose of the conference room
mas for group projects or activities of students and teadiers mho mish
to discuss or do special study and research on a special problwa. The
attractiveness of the conference room mas given little attention; it
mas not mentioned until 195U. The greatest emphasis mas placed on
the muaber of conference rooms available. This mas dependent to a
large extent on the size of the school, the location of the library
in terms of the general architectural plan of the school, and the
puzposes for mhich conference rooms mere planned.
Windoms.—Windoms mere referred to 32 times or by 12.3 per
cent of the literature references pertaining to the library in general.
Points mentioned about mindoms in the article meres size, location,
number, midth and plaowaent of mindoms. They may be placed high or
lorn depending on the art^iteotural plan of the room; large mindoms
seemed to be best suited for library use. The location of mindoms
may be on one or both sides of the library depending on horn much
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natural light is preferred and hoe nudi artificial light eiU be
utilized* The direction in ehich eindoes are placed has an effect
on the light received through the eindoes* It is a general agreeoent
that eben eindoes are placed to face the east or eest they receive
suhli^t for only a part of the day; eindoes that have a northern
exposure have a someehat even penetration of sunlight each day* 'Ebe
placeoient of eindoes eas oentioned in nine articles; size eas men¬
tioned four times* It is essential that eindoes be placed correctly
and that there are enough mlndoes to fhrnish proper ventilation and
lighting* This observation is found in Fargo*s Ihe Library in the
School*
After suggesting that the top of mindom glass be as near
the ceiling as possible, the Amexlcan Association of School
Librarians' planning oomnittee suggests the foUoming formula
for ^ss areas: Not less tiian 2$ per cent of the floor area
for glass starting 3 fhet above the floor, and 20 per cent for
glass starting U feet above the floor*^
It may be concluded that the size and placement of mlndoms have
definite effects on the lighting and ventilation of the school library*
Light that comes from the north is generally accepted to be more ideal
because of its evenness and lack of ifLare; homever, the types of min-
cbms used and the number mill be determined to a large extent by the
general ardiitectural plan of the building*
A* Tinker, "Lighting”, Nation's Spools ZXVII (Nay, 19^),
U7* Qooted in Lucille F* Fargo, The LiWary in the Sdiool (Uth ed.j
Qiicagot American Library Assocla'tion, 19^7), pp* 2l6-21^*
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Office of the librarian#—From 1930 through 195b the office
of the librarian eas mentioned 28 times or in 10.8 per cent of the
references on school library quarters* 3he number of references for
any given year did not exceed five* Sie second largest number of
three mas made in 1932* Location of the librarian's office mas the
most outstanding feature mentioned in the literature a total of 10
times* In eight references the office mas placed near the morkrocmi,
near conference rooms in tso> referendes near service rooms tsice
and near the reading room once* According to the literature this
seemed to be the ideal location because the librarian could see the
other parts of the library for supervisory purposes* The size of
the office, light, and equipment for the librarian mere given al¬
most no attention; only once mere these items referred to in the
literature* Fargo makes this statwsent concerning the librarian's
office*
An office for the head librarian is desirable in the large
sdhool; it need not be large* In the small school it may be
combined mith the morkroom by adding a desk* In any case, it
should be adjacent to both reading room and morkroom*!
It may be concluded that the location of the librarian is most
essential because of the responsibility of the librarian to be
located mhere she can see mhat is going on in the library*
Reading rooss*—From 1930 through 195b there mexm 25 articles
or 9*6 per cent of the references on the library in general mhieh
^Ibid** p. 212
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mentioDed the reading room. !rhis is one of the most interesting
rooms in the librazy. Sie largest number of four articles mere
published in 1950* Ihe range from 1930 to 19^U of the number of
articles inoLudlng information about school library reading rooms mas
from four to one. Ihe essential requirements for the reading room
mere listed in the order of frequencyt size, location* ligh-Ung and
equipaent. Size mas described in terms of large, square feet, or
seating capacity. Location should be central. Lighting should
possess all the qualities of good lighting mhether natural or arti¬
ficial. Directional lighting from the mlndoms and fluorescent lighting
mere accepted as being the best. Equlpnent mhich included comfortable
diairs, tables of varying shapes as mell as good arrangement mas a
general trend. Lorn shelving mas acceptable. Light color sdiemes for
the reading room mere iBq>ortant for decoration as mell as for the
effect it bad on light by decreasing the glare. One author said this:
"The living room could be used as the main reading room.”^ Ihis is
an excellent oon^arison. Die patron has been the main object in vies
in the planning, decorating and equipping of -the reading room. For
oooqiarative purposes look at a descriptd.on of a reading room in 1931.
It statest
Die reading room, 33* by S9* in size> accommodates 126
at tables and is supplwented by tso <K>nferenoe rooms and tso
reading alcoves supplying 26 additional seats.^
^E2Lizabeth Elgin, "Boom Tomn Library", Wilson Library Bulletin.
XFI (llay, 19k2), 707.
^Frai^ A. Qiilds, "Lincoln High School and Field House,"
American Sohool Board Journal, LXXXIII (November, 1931), U5.
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In 19UO an author gives this descriptiont
Ihe main reading room has a seating capacity of 120,
and is ecpiipped mith <»mfortable cdiairs and tables of natural
birch, i great amount of daylight pervades the room through
the tmenty-seven amning-tTpe mindoes, grouped in threes, on
the north, east, and nest esqposures above the light oak nail
shelvi^. Semi-obseore sindM panes as nell as the Venetian
blinds (not the conventional cream or nhite, but chartreuse
green) soften the glare. The nails donn to the top of the
shelving are of aecoustie plaster nith a pale greenish cast.
The ceiling, sixteen feet in height, beaz^s a modernistic
decorative design of blue and green narron nood bands in a
geometric pattern nhicb is very pleasing. This bit of color,
along nith the terra cotta doors, emergency exits, relieves
any severity of the room.^
The final description nas nrltten in 1950 by Daniel Jenkins, Supervising
Principal, Haines Cl-^, Florida. It states:
The readittg room occupies about three-fourths of Ihe southern
end of the building. The nest nail of the room is coi^iosed of
sliding double glass panels separated by bride piers that extend
far enough beyond the nail to cut off glare from the rocmi.
Eventually double book shelves, jutting out from these piers,
nil! be built in the room. The large pleasant reading ro€« is
painted in restfhl shades of blue green and pale yeUon. Lined
oak Ihmiture, including both rectangular and round tables gives
otoeer to the room. Lonared fluorestnint lights flood the room
nith brigh-toess on dark days. AccoustiLoal tile covers the
ceiling, and asphalt tile, the floor. The built-in dzarging
desk of blue-green, nith a plastic top, curves gracefully
betmeen the double glass doors that open outnard to a covered
nalk on the east side and to a reading terrace.^
Reference nas made to the size of the reading rbom nine times, location
eight times, lighting five times and equipment four times. Each area
of the readily room nas given some attention including the ceiling.
^<<orette W, Anderson, "Modern Sdiool Library, El Monte,
California," Library Journal. LXV (May 15, 19l*0), i»50.
^Daniel Jertkins, "Men Haines City High Sdiool Library,”
Library Journal, LXXXV (December l5, 19^), 2,118.
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walls sod floors as well as forniture and eqalpoent*
Study rooBs»--Stady reows were described in 2h or 9*2 per
cent of the references to the school libraxy quarters* In four
articles the study rooms were adjacent to the library with glass
partitions* Although some libraries were used as a library-study
hall, this was not a general trend* Ihe study rooms were not given
the detailed attention that the other library rooms were giwen*
There was no mention of decoration, fhrtdture and equipment* It
BMy be concluded that 8tu<i{r rooms were not considered important in
connection with library planning from 1930 through 19^U* This may
be attributed to the fact that separate study halls come under the
jurisdiction of another department in the school*
Entrances and e:dLte*—Entrances and exits were described in
21 or 8*1 per cent of the references to school library facilities*
Beferenoes made to library entrances and exits did not exceed three
for any one year of the 25-year period* Three articles were pub¬
lished in each of the years, 1930 and 1951* Of the articles that
included material on entrances and exit% 10 of them referred to the
public entrance because the libraries served the adult public* Branch
public libraries were commonly placed in the schools* Care was taken
to provide separate entrances and exits for the adult public so that
the libraaries could be entered without having to go through other
parts of the building after sdiool hours* Entrances were placed
carefully to try to out down on traffic from study halls and other
parts of the building, to limit the number of books lost and to
decrease the number of pupils who would leave the library without
21
beifig properly disalssed* In Fargo's The Idbrary in iiie School this
statoaent is madet
Incoming pupils are ordinarily erpeeted to remain for a
fan period, and the presence of several exits offers too tomtlng
an opportunity to "out" or to slip out mith unrecorded books*^
A» a safety measure doors mbich suing out fkom the inside should be
used in case of fire or any other emergency* Fargo saids
For pupil access fkom mithin the building, sminging doors
provided mith steps are desirable in any library. Fire regula¬
tions demand that they suing out* Locks mhich cannot be manipu¬
lated by an ordinary passkey should be installed*^
It may be concluded that entrances and exits are traced in accordance
mith the imrposes they are to serve; homever, their location should
be detemined by the anticipated amount of traflio, -Uie kind of
patrons to be served (school children and adults), and for the
maximum safely in case of an emergency*
Storage space**—Storage space mas described in 18 or 6*9
per cent of the references to the library in general* During the
2^year period not more than three articles appeared in any one year*
^e location of storage space mas mentioned most frequently, seven
times; and the size of storage space stated three times* The use of
storage space for a variety of purposes mas given eight times* There
uses in(^ded storage of nem books, supplies, old issues of periodicals
Ipargo, op* cit*, p* 208
2lbid*
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and audio~vl8ual aateriala. It may be concluded that although
storage space did not receive special emphasis it sas considered
an essential part of the school library*
ihtdio-visual room*-—The audio-Tisual room mas described in
11 or U»Z par oent of the references to the library in general. Three
articles^ the largest number for a single year^ on tiie audio-visual
room appeared in 19^2,
The modern library^ as the center mhich cares for all
instructional materials, must make provision for the storage,
care of, and cataloging of visual aids matexlals* This in¬
cludes slides, films, {Monograph records, pictures, and all
equi|ffient*^
According to the articles analyzed the audio-visual room mas
used for housing and previeming films as sell as storing records,
slides, recordings, projectors, tape recorders, earphones, record
slot cabinets, filmstrip holders, and film cabinets*
Browsing areas*—The birowslng area was referred to 10 times
in 3*8 per cent of the references pertaining to school library
quarters* Points menti.oned about the browsing area in the articles
weret the browsing area as a part of the reading room, color schemes
used, size of the area, furniture, fireplace and draperies* In two
articles the browsing area was referred to as a part of the reading
room* An Informal atmosphere can be created in the browsing area*
Furnishings usually consist of a comfortable sofa, an easy chair or
two, laoqps and colorful draperies* Maple and birch were the t^pes
^Alevia McCord, "Library Quarters,” Illinois Libraries,
mill (January, 19$h), 10*
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of furniture most frequently mentioned. An earlier descriptive
article and a more recent one pertaining to the biroesing area may
give an idea of the types of broesing areas referred to in the
literature. In 1938 the follcming observation mas made concerning
the broesing area of a library*
It provides a general reading room eith its broesing
nookj separated by counter height double-faced book shelving
affording space for group mork.^
£|y 1990 there mas quite a diange in the description of the
broesing area; a mriter gave this description.
Upon entering the librazy, a homey atmosphere greets the
reader as he finds himself in a large^ oomfortable* "tooesing
area” or foyer. A long built-in davenport covered eith aqua
colored plastic "leather” is flanked eith modernistic end-
tables and surmounted by a large photo mural in sepia de¬
picting a California ocean vice. Floeer boxes built around
a pillar are planted eith in-door, large-leafed plants and
harmonize eith the sea foam green coloring of the east and
eest ealls. Contracting cream-colored ealls are on the
north and south.^
It may be concluded that ehen the broesing room is attractive and
informal it almost ooiiq>els patrons to come to the library to enjoy
its delightful atmosphere as eell as to relax and find something of
interest to read.
Classroom libraries.—Classroom libraries eere described in
10 or 3.8 per cant of the references to the school litoary. Accord!^
^A. F. Gilbert, "Laying Out the Library,” Nation's Schools,
XHI (October, 1938), li5.
^Irene McLeod, "California School Builds Model Library,”
Library Journal, LXXV (January 15, 1950), 123*
to the literature examined classroom libraries can be described
as branches to the main library in the school; they can be used in
an effective may by the classroom teacher to help the librarian
teach the use of the library* In rural schools many classroom libraries
take the place of a toentral library in the school* In schools serving
more than a thousand pupils it mould be hard and almost Impossible for
the central school librarian to render the most efficient service mitb-
out some help from the classroom teacher by the use of the classroom
library in helping to familiarise the students mith the skills they
need to master in order to obtain maximum library service and to make
the pupils conscious of and familiar mith the types of material found
in the library* In 19^2 an author made this observation*
Ihe litoary is planned so that its programmill provide
boys and girls mith library materials and services they seed
mhen they need them. It does not take the |0.aoo of the class¬
room library^ rather it is the source of the classrocxm
librsrles*^
It may be concluded that the classroom library is a valuable adjunct
to the central school library mhen it functions; also it can be used
to advantage in teadilng library skills*
Ventilation*—From 1930 through 19ventilation mas referred
to in 10 or 3*8 per cent of the references to the school library in
general* Ihe foUomlng metiiods of ventilation mhich may be grouped
under the general types, natural and artifi(d.al method, mexm:
grille mork inside the dome, central fan room in mhlcdi fresh air
is fcnrced in at the ceiling and exhausted through registers close
^"lomnemood Elementary Schools," l^rioan School Board
Journal, CXXV (December, 1952), 37.
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to th« £loor« Toatilated skylights, large eindoMs eith outside
steel sashes and clerestory eindoes*^ Ventilation is as essential
to the librasT’ user as lighting and heatingj therefore, it is Ib-
portant to sMke sure that the. best Tentilation possible is provided.
C>oabination study-hall library*—The eoabinatlon study-hall
library aas described in seven or 2.7 per cent of the references to
Ihe library in general. According to the articles exaained for this
study the eoablnation study-hall library is usually found in the
smaller schools where there is likely to be a teacher shortage. Care
should be given to the location of exits and enlnranoes where the
library is used for this purpose so that the nuaber of children who
leave the rooa without being properly disaissed will be reduced and
the book losses will be less acute. It is usually an added respoiv
sibility of the libraxlan to supervise a study hall as well as to
take care of other library responsibilities.
Heat.—Heat was referred to seven tiaes or in 2.7 per cent
of the references pertainii^ to school library quarters. The follow¬
ing kinds of heating units were mentioned: warmulators wi^ automatic
^Encyclopedia AaericaM. 1957 ed. Vol. VII. Article,
"Clerestory or Clearstory.” CTerestory or Clearstory, an architec¬
tural tera meaning a wall of a structure pierced by windows and irising
above the adjoining roof of a lower portion of the building, as in a
church or hall. Clerestozy windows serve to admit li|jit, and soae-
tiaes air, to the central portion of the building. The earliest
known exanqCLe of the use of tiie clerestory is the hypostyle hall in
the great teaple of Aaon-Sa at Kamak, Egypt. A good modern example
of the use of the clerestory is the Pennsylvania Bailway Station in
New Ibrk City.
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thoxnostat contziils aod safct7 pilot -valvas, insulated bleok design,
-vaoums-Tapor and themostat control* The heating systea to sone
extant uy be deteradned by the arohiteotural design of the buildii^
and the availability of Itinds for heating purposes* Several of the
articles contained general statements in reference to the most recent
developments in natural and artificial lighting, heating, and venti¬
lating simultaneously; this indicates that mindoms affect lighting,
ventilation and heating.
Library Decoration
Ceiling treatment*—The analysis of the literature Included
in this study on tiie Interior decoration of school libraxd.es revealed
the fact that ceiling treatment received the most attention* From
1930 through 195U ceilings mere referred to in SO or 19*2 per cent
of Idle total number of articles on the physical facilities of school
libraries* Ceiling treabaent mas described under four general cate-
gorlest height, color, material and style*
In 1930 the only reference to ceilings in school libraries
mas relative to height in the proper proportion to the area of the
room* Ceiling heights mere refexrad to five times mlth usually a
recommended height of IS foot and six in<dies* Ho mention is made
of height after 1935*
Colors used in descriptions of school libraries for ceilings
included Chinese red, ivory^ cream, blue and yellom* It mas recom¬
mended, homever, that the colors of the ceiling should be so light
that they mill aid in the reflection of light* Of the seven references
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located on celling colors six eere in the more recent articles,
19itl - 19ii5> ^th tile first one occaring in 1931«
The materials of school library ceilings received qiiite a
bit of attention having been mentioned 11 idaes. In 1931 and in
1933 ceilings are described as being constructed of heavy oak beams,
in 1932 dark and light mood paneling is used. Beginning in 193U
and going through 191(1 acoustically treated and sound absorbent materials
for school library ceilings are referred to eight times. In the later
years oaphasis mas placed upon the use of insulation and acoustically
treated materials that mould provide a (;piiet atmosphere in tiie school
library.
Styles of ceilings mere referred to only tmleej in 1932 ceilings
of mood paneling mere described and in 19lil arched ceilings mere
mentioned.
Floor covering.—’Next to celling treatment floor covering
received the greatest amount of emphasis in regard to the interior
decoration of school librazles. Flooring mas mentioned in U6 or 17.6
per cent of the articles in the stu^y. The types of flooring materials
used mere specifically named in iiU of the U6 references mentioned. The
other tmo references described the coverings as being noiseless and
colorful. Ten t^npes of flooring oiaterlals mere described, they mere:
maple, terasao^ cork tile, sheet linoleum, linoleum tile, rubber tile,
oak, asphalt tile, lltK>ille and battleship linoleum.
floor covering of small marble chips set in cement and
polished.
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According to the references asphalt tile was the most fre->
cpiently used type of material; it mas referred to 1^ times* Cork
tile mas second in frequency; it mas mentioned in the refermces
seven times; rubber tile mas third in fireqaenoy described six times;
sheet linoleum mas referred to four times and linoleum tile mas
mentioned tsioe* Maple, teraszo, sheet linoleum, linotile, and battle^
ship linoleum mere each referred to once* Ihe largest number of
references mere made to floor covering in 1952 and 1953; five
references occurred in each of these years* Four references mere
made in 1936 and diree references mere made in each of ihe foUoming
years: 193k, 19kl, 191:9, 1950, 1951, and 1951:.
Ihe colors of ihe foUoming materials mentioned in the
references mere: different shades of green, gray, black and mhite,
dull reds and blues, and greenish gray* In the 1930’s the descrip¬
tion of floor coverings consisted generally in naming ihe type of
floor covering used, sometimes, the color mas referred to; homever,
more detailed des<n:lptions mere given in the 191:0's* T* J* loung made
this observation concerning floor covering in 191U:.
Cork tile floor covering is good but not perfect* It shoes
saifling, al(«)g the path of maximum travel and the imprint of
fhmiture* Linoleum, tbo, is satisfactory and shoms the effects
of mear less than cork but it, too, is subject to impress mmrks*
If either of these materials is used, the custodian mill be in
favor of putting some type of broad base glides on the movable
fUmitire*^
^T* J* Ibung, 'TOwt is a Good Libraryf Nation's Schools,
xmv (July, 19U:), 35.
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Fargo aulces this observation concerniag floor covering*
The freedom of movemeiat essential to satisfactory library
mork* plus Ifae necessity for qaiety points dearie to a noise^
less floor covering for the reading room, and for other zooms
too if possible* Prewar suggestions for floor coverings of
rubber tile, cork tile, Unotile, and battlesdp linoleum may
have to be revised as neser mat(^als come on the market,
though the points to be considered reeain the same: the daily
care required, ease in making repairs, durability, service,
and cost* Battleship linoleum has had side use, though some
prefer linotile because, being made in small sheets or tiles
differing in color, it obscures trifling irregulazlties in
flooring} also, sections may be taken up separately for
repairs or the installation of electric floor outlets*^
ilenla McCk>rd made this observation concerning floor materials
in 1951*
Asphalt tile is probably the most desirable but the most
expensive of the possible floor coverings* After that mould
come cork tile, rubber tile and battleship linoleum*2
It may be concluded that asphalt tile is the most desirable
type of floor covering even though it is the most expensive*
Walla*~«!Ihe third largest number of references on library
decoration mere concerned mith the colors and finishes of malls*
Walls mere described in 37 or lU*2 per cent of the references analyzed.
The kinds mere plaster, paneled, acoustic board and acoustie tile*
The finishes consisted of oak mainscoting, birch finished malnut and
stained pine* The colors mentioned included: eucalyptus green, cream.
^E* L. Pomer, Work With C^ldren in Public Libraries (Chicago:
American Library Association, \9k3)f jtp* 135-36* Quoted in Fargo,
op* clt*, p* 2l6*
^Alenia McCord, "Library Quarters," Illinoia Libraries, XXHII
(January, 1951), 10*
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rose peadi} blue^ rose-beige, and yellos* The panelled «all seeoed
to be the most desirable} it mas referred to seven times. FLaster
mas mentioned four times. It mas a generel trend to give the malls
aooustio treatment so that they mould have a noiseless effect. In
193it the referenoes mere made to the mall finish and the acoustlG
treatment of the malls. By 1944 reference mas made to the kind of
mass material that mas used mhioh at that time mas acoustic plaster
or tile. An author made the folloming observation concerning the
colors of malls in 1954.
Soft pastels are recommended for the malls, and mhlte
for the ceiling.
It say be concluded that the trend is tomard acoustic treat¬
ment, oak mainsGoting, birch, malnut and stained pine finishes
and pastel colors.^
Color schaaes.—-Selecting a color scheme that is attractive,
soft and restfhl is essential In the decoration of the school library.
Careful selection of color schemes should be made for ceilings, malls,
floors, furniture and furnishings. The fourth largest number of
references on library decoration referred to the color schemes of the
school library. These mere mentioned in 30 or 11.5 per cent of the
referenoes on school library quarters. The largest number of articles,
four, appeared in each of the years, 1953 and 1954. Three references
mere made in each of Ihe years 1939, 1940, 1950, and 1952. References
to the color schemes included the libraxy as a mhole, decoration, furni¬
ture and equipment. The trend is toward rich, soft, restful, light
0. Erbes, Jr., "Housing the Sdiool Library". Nation's
Schools, LIII (April, 1954), 64.
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colors iQ furolture, walls, cslliQgs and floor coverings. This
reference was mads to the library as a whole in 1931*
It is difficult to describe this quiet, impressing and
colorfhl room.^
Colored bookshelves bad become an innovation in the color
schoiss by 19iil« Alenia McCord said in 19^t
The accent toway is on color. Vivid but restfUl colors
used in floors, draperies, and furniture can make the library
the most beautiful room in the school.^
The reading room with a browsing section receives especial
attention in decoration. This is a colorful description of a browsing
section which reveals the trends in color decoration written by a
librarian in Charlotte, North Carolina.
The color sch«ie is yellas and green, with one wall yellow
and the adjoining wall green, fellow Venetian blinds are used
on the side of the room from which there oould be any glard.
All furnishings are in blond oak which gives the room its
bright cheery atmosphere and charm.3
It is a trend to paint the opposite wall a different color.
It may be concluded that the trend is away fjrom dull unattractive
colors toward attractive, rich, soft, z^stfUl colors.
N. Chenault, "ifaw a Dream Transformed Education In This
Tennessee Town", Nation’s Sctools, VIII (November, 1931), 57.
Gertrude Coward, "Library Quarters", Illinois Libraries,
xmil (January, 1951), 9.
%ertrude Coward, "We Point With Pride”, Library Journal,
LXXVII (December 15, 1952), 2,122.
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Decorataon8>«»~Deooration nas described in 15 or 5*8 per cent of
the references on library decoration* Decorative features laentioned in
the references eeret color^ paintings^ Hnirals, fireplaces^ carvingSy
engravings, sculpture, panelling, borders and floeers* BiUetin boards
and display oases sere also decorative features that eere used* Fargo
■ade this observation concerning school library decoration*
Possible decorative features fbr the library, other than
books, ehich are themselves highly decorative ehen displayed
on open shelves, include pictures, hangings, sculpture, pottery,
pan^ng. fireplaces, murals, frieses, posters, plants, and
flomers*^
Fargo also saidi
For publicity purposes, the library must maintain bulletin
boards and display es^bits, all decorative features.^
Library decoration should be in harmony «ith the other features of
the library including the amount of shelf space, colors used on ceilings,
malls, and floors as mell as in furnishings, mhloh include draperies
and furniture* Shelf space should not be sacrificed for decoration*
It should add to the richness and attractiveness of the room by its
artistic features of good balance, harmony, and color* Fargo gives
a summary statement of the foUoming essential decoration principles
from Hosier's publication* It saidt
FeUoming these prinaiples requires earefhl consideration
of balance, color harmony, unity, fitness, and good taste as
mell as utilitarian objectives*^
^Fargo, op* cit,, p* 20.6*
^Ibid«* p* 217*
^* A. Hosier, "Decoration of the School Library," Nem fork
Libraries* XIV (Hay, 1935), 198-202* Quoted in Fargo, op* cit«, p* 216*
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It may be concluded that decorative features make the school
library horae-like and appealing; nevertheless, in one's planning of
decorative features the principles of balance, harmony and color
should be kept in mind.
Room arrangement,-»-»RoOTi arrangement was described in 13 or five
per cent of all the references. According to the references they re¬
veal that the library should be arranged so that pupils will receive
the maximum comfort and service and the llbrarlaua can act in a super¬
visory capacity in taking care of the library processes and respon¬
sibilities without undue work and strain; therefore, the placement
of furniture and equipnent is of major importance in the arrangement
of the room. Arrangement is determined somewhat hy the sizes and
shapes of the objects to be arranged. Proper spacing and lighting
should be given special attention when trying to decide on an arrange¬
ment for a room. When furniture and equipment are not properly
spaced there is a lack of attractiveness and balance which should
be part of library design. Chairs and tables should be arranged
so that pupils will get the proper amount of light without glare.
The arrangement should be so unique that every activity carried on
in the room can be seen by the librarian. Workroom equlpnent should
as far as possible be arranged systematically according to possible
frequency of use.
References Indicate that charging desks are usually placed
just inside the main entrance. The charging desk should be placed
as far from the central study area as possible so that library traffic
will not disturb pupils who are studying.
3U
Fargo gives the follovring suggestions as to the arrangement
of the libraiy.
Aisle space:
BetHreen tables (no chairs in circle) ..*3 feet minimum
(U 1‘eet is better)
Between tables (chairs in aisle) ^ feet minimum
Between table ends and shelving ... Same as between tables
Position of tables and book stacks ... Snds to the light
(or otherwise arranged to conserve eyesight)
Position of circulation desk ... Near Idle exit, commanding
the roomj also near the workrocm if possible
Location of files ... Near the circulation desk, or the
reference desk if there is one
^
Location of card catalog ... Same.
It is of best interest to the librari2m and pupils if the
reference collection is not placed near the circulation desk. This
will limit the number of pupils who would cause the circulation area
to be congested. Books are usually arranged according to the Dewey
classification scheme; however, over-sized books and fiction may
cause possible concern. Fargo makes the following suggestion as
to book arrangement.
Oversized books should bo placed either on the bottom
shelf of the case where they classifjr, or in a special case
denoted by a S3rmbol added to call numbers.
The ready reference collection should be kept in the
neighborhood of the desk so that the librarian may better
supervise its use. Reserve books shelved entirely away
from the desk relieve crowding but require an assistant
to look after them. Lacking help, the librarian will pro¬
bably wish to keep reserves close at hand - perhaps behind
the desk.
Locating all receptacles for magazines (display rack,
storage cupboards and shelves for bound volumes) close to
each other is advantageous, and use will be facilitated if
space for the Readers' Guide adjoins. A counter or a table
fitted with pigeon holes may serve the purpose.
^Fargo, op. cit., p. 239.
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Fiction location close to the exit has a tendency to
dism>pear, as do radio manuals, debaters' handbooks, volumes
on games and sports and other too popular volumes. They may
therefore be shelved behind the desk, this unusual location
being indicated a symbol added to the call number. Dis¬
play shelves or racks will naturally be located near the
entrance or alongside 'Uie s^proach to the desk where they
may be seen«l
It laay be concluded that according to the references the
arrangement of the library determines to a large extent its attrac¬
tiveness, The placement of the furnittire and equipnent used
directly by the librarian determines the kind of supervision she
is able to give and It is a time saving element as well as an
element of convenience when it is properly placed. !nie central
position of the charging desk affects tiie type of service that
will be rendered and the librarian can do a better supervisory
job if the arrangement allows the activities in the room as well
as in adjoining rorasis to be seen without too naich, if any, diffi¬
culty, Books should be arranged by the Dewey classification; other
symbols should be used for location purposes if necessary; althou^
certain reference material should be placed behind the desk of the
librarian so that it will not be so accessible to those pupils who
may be tempted to carry it from the room without checking it out
properly.
Woodwork,--Woodwork was described in 13 or 5,8 per cent
of the references on school library quarters. Oak and maple are
good types of wood to use for woodwork because they are hard and
^Ibid,, p, 2m
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diirable. They do not easily mar nor do they show scratches and
dirt as easily as some other types of wood, NatTn*al or stained
woodwork is a suitable match for almost any color of walls,
ceilings and floors as well as fixrniture and furnishings. The
following kinds of materials for wooc^ork were described in the
articles analyzed: walnut, butternut wood panelling, Philippine
mahogany and light oak wood. The woodwork was frequently enameled
in gray or brick finished in gray brown. It may be concluded that
materials that are easy to keep from being marred and dirty and
that are easily matched with furniture and furnishings are the
best kind for woodwork.
Library Furniture and Equipment
Shelving.—The largest number of references on library
furniture and equipment dealt with shelving. It was described in
69 or 26,5 per cent of the references on school library quarters.
Eight references, the largest number appearing in one year occurred
in 1952, Seven, the second largest number of references, were In
1939; and, the third largest number of articles, six, came out In
1951. Four references were indicated in each of the following years
1932, 193U, 1936 and 1953. The amoimt of shelving space was usually
indicated in terms of volume accommodations; however, soii»times it
was indicated by the amount of shelf space which covered the walls.
Volume capacity was refenred to 10 times; the amoxmt of wall coverage
four times. References indicated that the following types of materials
were used in shelving construction: solid walnut, stained knot'ty pine.
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wood, oak) steel and brick* Three references indicated the use
of eooden shelving. The others sere mentioned one time each*
References indicated the foUoeing kinds of shelving construction:
adjustable) open-shelf) built-in) double faced) panelled) recessed)
counter-hei^t* Adjustable shelving uas referred to seven tiimes;
open shelf three times; built-in) double faced) panelled) recessed
and counter-height teo each*
It may be concluded that aa^le shelving space is essential*
It should almays be planned for an increased book collection*
Adjustable shelving is popular because it can be fitted to variois
sizes of books. There is an indication that uooden shelves are the
most frequently used*
Tables*—The second largest number of references on library
furniture and equipment referred to tables* They mere described in
$0 or 19*2 per cent of the references on sdiool library quarters.
Five references) the largest number) Here made in 19^* Four
references) the second largest number appeared in each of the fol-
loHing yearS) 1933* 1936) and 1939* Tables mere described in teims
of number) kind) sizS) and shape. The kinds of tables indicated mere
reading tableS) conference tableS) Horic tables and study tables* The
designs mentioned mere: Tudor) Windsor) Colonial) and modernisllo.
The types of table materials mere: cherry boardS) linoleum topS)
oak) malnut) birch and tile tops* The round tables mere the most
frequently used; they mere referred to 10 times* Rectangular tables
Here the second choice; they Here mentioned four times* Circular)
hexagonal and oval shaped tables Here referred to one time each. It
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may be concluded that round tables are more acceptable because of
their informality and attractive appearance. Long tables are some¬
what outmoded in their appearance.
Chairs.—The third largest number of references on library
furniture and equipnent referred to chairs, which were usually made
from the same types of materials as the tables. Chairs were referred
to in 36 or 13.8 per cent of the references analyzed. Five references
on chairs, the largest number, were made in 19^1 which is identical
in number and year with the references that referred to tables during
the period of the study. Three references, the second largest
number, were indicated in each of the following years: 1933, 1936,
and 195U. The styles of chairs were the same as those of the tables
which were Tudor, Windsor, Colonial and modernistic. The chairs were
usually separate and movable. The types of materials used were the
same as those used for the tables namely: oak, walnut and birch. Six
chairs were usually placed at each of the tables and the number of
chairs used in 'tiie library varied according to its seating capacity;
however, as far as possible no chairs were placed at idie ends of
tables; this allowed more walking space between tables and chairs and
also gave the room a more atl^active appearance. It may be concluded
that chairs are usually selected to match the tables in style and lypes
of material.
Furniture.—Furniture received the fourth largest number of
references on library furniture and equipment. It was referred to
in 3U or 13,1 per cent of the references used in the study. Six
references, the largest number, were made in 1939; the second largest
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ntunber, five references, were mentioned in 1951« Furniture was
referred to according to types of materials which was usually walnut,
maple, birch and oak. The colors were xwually soft gray, brown,
light wood or mtural finishes, Ihe arrangement, sizes and styles
were mentioned occasionally. It may be concluded that light colored
furniture is preferred in lieu of dark furniture which is a tarend in
keeping with other attractive features of today's modern school
library.
Charging desks.charging desk was mentioned in 26 or
10 per cent of the references on school library quarters. Four
references, the largest number, were made in 1952; the second
largest ntuaber, three references, were made in 1938, The location
of the charging desk was the feature most frequently described.
According to the references it was usually placed near the main
entramce of the library; this allowed for an over-all view of the
entire library by the librarian; therefore, proper supervision could
be easily attained, A recent innovation in architectural design of
the charging desk is the built-in combination of the charging desk
and card catalog. Oak was the only kind of material mentioned in
the references used for building charging desks. The size and
style of the charging desk depended upon the shape and size of the
library room in which it was located. It may be conclxided that the
proper placement of the charging desk is an essential and aids the
librarian in supervising the library effectively.
Bulletin boards,—The bulletin board was referred to in lU
or 5,U per cent of the references on school library quarters. Three
references, the largest number, were mentioned in 1952. Two
references, the second largest ntinber, were made in 1950, Refer¬
ences were made to bulletin boards in regard to number, size,
material and placement. According to the references each library
should have two large sized bulletin boards of cork material placed
on either side of the windows. Bulletin boards did not receive too
much attentionj however, this is one of the librarian’s best publi¬
city techniques as well as a large decorative feature and a source of
informationj therefore, they should be included in the library plan.
Periodical racla,—Periodical racks were mentioned in lU
or 5,U per cent of the references analyzed. The types of racks used
according to the references were separateHaiovable pieces of furniture
or built-in shelving as part of the wall shelving.
Fireplaces,—The fireplace was mentioned in 13 or five per
cent of the references on school library quarters. References
described it as one of the most attractive decorative features of
the library; it gave a home-like atanosphere, Ihe two kinds of
materials used for building the fireplace were brick and stone.
It was described usually as large. It may be concluded that the
fireplace adds to the attractiveness of the library and whenever
possible it should be included in the building plan of the library.
Display cases,—Display cases were mentioned in 13 or five
per cent of the references on library furniture and equipment.
References indicated that the placement of the display case was
important and that it should be located somewhere near the entrance
so that it can be easily noticed. The display case can prove a
valtiable asset to the library as decorative and publicity features;
therefore, space for it should be included in the architectural
plan of the library.
Card catalogs,~«Refer3ncg5 to the card catalog were made in
12 or U.6 per cent of the articles on school library quarters. Two
was the largest number of references made in 19^3 and 19^U each.
According to the references, the card catalog was usually built of
blond wood; it was easily accessible and usually built near the
service desk or in the center of the library. Two recent innova¬
tions have been the use of the combined charging desk and card
catalog and also the built-in catalog. It may be concluded that the
card catalog is the key to the knowledge found in the library arranged
in a systematic fashion; therefore, it shovild be placed in a most con¬
venient position.
Atlas and dictionary stands,—Atlas and dictionary stands
were mentioned in 10 times or 2,6 per cent of l^e references analyzed
in the study. According to the references atJ.ases and unabridged
dictionaries should be placed on revolving stands; these stands
should be built in keeping with the style of the other furnishings
in the room. Care should be taken that these books are not placed
on stationary stands before windows because of the glare to vision.
Atlases and dictionaries are among the most frequently used library
materials; therefore, they should be easily accessible and away
from the glare since the print in these books is unusually small;
the placement of these stands should be considered in library
planning.
U2
Bookcases,—Book cases were mentioned nine times or in
3.^ per cent of the references on school library quarters. There
were no descriptions of specific features of the book cases; they
were merely mentioned.
Sinks,—The sink was mentioned in nine or 3*5 per cent of
the total number of references analyzed. It was usually a part of
the workroom equipment. This is an essential part of the workroom
for processing purposes and should always be Included in the library
plan.
Miscellaneous items,—The following miscellaneous items were
given some treatment in the literature on library furniture and equip
ment. Included in this list of items were filing cabinets which were
mentioned six times or in 2.3 per cent of the literature. Librarians
desks, newspaper racks, and vertical files were discussed briefly in
five references each or in 1,9 per cent of the articles analyzed.
Attention was focused on book stack space in foiu* or 1,5 per cent
of the references. Maps, work counters, and typewriter desks
occurred in three or 1,2 per cent of the articles analyzed. Tele¬
phones, book trucks, and shelf-list cases appeared in two or ,77
per cent of the references. Only one reference was made to a type¬




Of the 260 articles on sdiool library quarters located in
educational and library literatiire from 1930 through 19?U, 237 or
91.1 per cent of them contain reference to the library in general. Of
the total number of articles analyzed the location of toe school library
was mentioned or in some way discussed in 130 or 50 per cent of toe 260
articles used in the study. According to Table U it is shown that the
other characteristic features of the school library in general were
discussed in the following order of frequency; size in 89 or 26.5
per cent of the articles, workrocnas in 69 or 26,5 per cent, lighting
in 62 or 23.8 per cent and conference rooms in U7 or 18.1 per cent,
windows in 32 or 12.3 and offices of librarians in 10,8, References
to other features of the library in general which occurred in 25 or
in less than 10 per cent of toe articles were in toe order of fre¬
quency as followst reading rooms, study rooms, entrances and exits,
storage space, audio-visual rooms, classroom libraries, ventilation,
browsing areas, combination library-study hall rooms, heating. Items
mentioned five times or less were work space, separate periodical
rooms, reference rooms, combination office and conference rooms,
separate browsing rooms, conference alcoves, plumbing, combination
workrooms and offices, and reading alcoves.
TABLE U
NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE OF REFERENCES ON THE LIBRARY
IN GENERAL IN ORDER OF FREQUENCY







Conference Rooms U7 18.1
Windows 32 12.3
Office of Librarian 28 10.8
Reading Rooms 25 9.6
Study Rooms 2U 9.2
Entrances and Exits 21 8.1
Storage Space 18 6.9
Audio-visual Rooms 11 U.2





and Library 7 2.7
Heat 7 2.7
Work Space 5 1.9




Conference Rooms 3 1.2
Browsing Rooms 2 0.7





Reading Alcoves 1 o.U
The location of the school lihrar7 was of priraary concern as
it was revealed in l^e literature. The trend is toward a central
location arranged in terns of ‘tiie other activities of -Uie school.
The library is usually situated away from the noise areas of the
school, such as the band room, or the gymnaslnm. It Is usually
located on the second floor; however, the first floor and third
floor were mentioned in a few of the articles. Location was des¬
cribed in 50 per cent of the articles.
Library planners are extremely Interested in the size of
today's school library it was revealed in the literature. A trend
toward building it ample size to meet present enrollment and future
increased enrollment needs is a major factor in the library planning
of today. References were made to the size of the library in 3U.8
per cent of the articles analyzed.
The workroom occupies the third place of eminence in the des¬
cription of current school library trends. It was refei*red to in
26.5 per cent of the literature references. Today, the workroom is
an essential part of library activity; therefore, careful attention
was given in the literature to large workrooms, and to the lnqportance
of its location and equiporant.
Light ranks fourth as the most frequently discussed item
relative to the library in general. It was described in 23.8 per
cent of the references. According to the literature, school
libraries today are said to be well lighted. Artificial and natural
lighting are made use of in school libraries. Artificial lighting
included fluorescent lighting. Incandescent lighting and cold cathode
fixtures. Natxxral lighting Included daylight, directional lighting
(northen^, southern, eastern or western exposure), clerestory light¬
ing, and skylighting. Fluorescent lighting was used most frequently.
The fifth place of Importance was occupied by the conference
rooms of tiie school libraries which were mentioned in 18,1 per cent
of t^e articles auialy^ed. The trend toward determining the number
of conference rooms needed, tiie most suitable location, size of the
room or rooms, and the purposes for which the/ are constructed were
i^e most outstanding features mentioned in Idie literature,
Clatmlng sixth position or 12,3 per cent of the references
were the windows, with emphasis on size, location, ntunber and place¬
ment. Stress was on the placen»nt of windows correctly so that they
can furnish proper lighting and ventilation* Windows placed so that
the north light penetrates are the most generally accepted because of
the evenness and lack of glare. Window types should be in accord with
the architectural plan of the building.
As revealed in the literature, the office of the librarian was
given consideration in 10,8 per cent of the articles analyzed. Accord¬
ing to l^e literature the office of the librarian was located most
frequently near the workroom. This was considered an ideal location
because the librarian could be in a position to survey the other
parts of the library and the activities being carried on there.
In the discussions on reading rooms which occurred in 9,6
per cent of the articles, consideration was given to size, location,
lighting and equipment, A central location was considered the most
ideal. Directional lighting from 'Uie windows and fluorescent light¬
ing were accepted as being the most desirable. Light color schemes
for walls and ceilings were recommended.
According to the literature the ideal location of the study
room was adjacent to the library with the two areas being separated
by glass partitions. More and more attention is being given to room
U7
size 4 restful color schemes which are generally green and yellow
and lighting and equipment. Information about stuc^ rooms was
given in 9.2 per cent of the articles.
Ibe placement of the entrances and exits was described in
8.1 per cent of the articles. They should be placed carefully in
accordance with the purposes they are to serve.
Storage space was described in 6.9 per cent of the articles
analyzed. The location of the storage space was mentioned in the
literature most frequently. The trend is toward a separate work¬
room or a storage space which is a part of the workroom.
Most school library planning committees have not seen yet
the need for an audio-visual room; however, U»2 per cent of the
articles referred to audio-visual rooms in connection with school
library qriarters.
The browsing area was referred to in 3.8 per cent of the
articles; it was referred to usually as a small area of the reading
room; unless, it occupied a separate room in the library quarters.
It is usually equipped with a fireplace, comfortable sofa, an easy
chair or two, armchairs of various sizes, lamps and colorful dra¬
peries, Maple and birch were the usual types of furniture moat
fl'equently tised. The small area is usually separated ly counter
height double-faced book shelving. A few of the areas are graced
with long built-in davenports covered with colored plastic leather
and end-tables as well as large murals are a part of the beautiful
arrangement.
Only 3*8 per cent of the articles referred to the classroom
U8
library. Its chief purpose is to aid the central library in
serving students.
References were made to ventilation in 3*8 pez* cent of the
articles. The following i^thods of ventilation are being used in
the school libraries of today: grille work inside a dome^ central
fan room where fresh air is forced in at the ceiling and exhausted
through registers near the floor, ventilated slylights, large win¬
dows and outside steel sashes and clerestory windows.
The combination study hall library was given attention in 2,7
per cent of the references. Generally, it is made use of in the
smaller schools where there may be a teacher shortage. Where this
service is used careful attention is given to the location of exits
and entrances so that students can be more carefully supervised when
they are dismissed.
Heat was mentioned in the literature in 2,7 per cent of the
references. The most frequently used kind of heating units were
warmulators wi-th automatic thermostat controls and safety pilot
valves, insulated block designs.
Such miscellaneous subjects as workspace, periodical rooms,
reference rooms, combination office and conference rooms, conference
alcoves, plumbing, combination workrooms and offices and reading
alcoves were referred to in the literature in a range from 1,9 per
cent to 0,U per cent. Workspace, combination office and conference
rooms, conference alcoves, and combination workrooms and offices
\i3ually serve the same purpose in the smaller school libraries as
h9
the separate rooms serve in Idie larger schoolsj however, the
separate periodical room and reference room is found usually in
the largest schools, because periodicals and reference materials
are usually an Integral part of the reading room collection.
Reading alcoves may be used as supplementary in large schools or
serve the saxoe purpose as a separate reading room in the smaller
schools; however, the size of the school, its purposes and the
availability of funds determine to some extent the amount of space
that is available for certain services in the school library.
Decoration
Ninety-three or 35,7 per cent of the 260 articles analyzed
contain references to the interior decoration of school library
quarters. In recent years more attention has been given to decora¬
tive as well as functional features of the library 'ttian in earlier
years (see Table 5).
Ceiling trealment has been of foremost concern in 19,2 per
cent of the references analyzed. Ceilings are being constructed
after careful attention has been given to height, color, materials
and style. The ceiling height most frequently mentioned in "Uie
literature was 15 feet and six Inches. It was recommended that
ceiling colors be li^t. In many instances sound absorbent materials
were discussed. Celling styles were to be in keeping with architec¬
tural styles used,
Flocn* covering was given the second greatest ctmount of
emphasis in library decoration. Seventeen and seven-tenths per
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TABLE S
NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE OF REFERENCES ON DECORATION
IN ORDER OF PBEQUENCY
Subjects Number of References
Percentage or
Total Articles
Ceiling Treatment 50 19.2
Floor Covering li6 17.7
Walls (color, finishes) 37 IU.2
Color Schemes 30 11.5
Decoration 15 5.8
Room Arrangement 13 5.0
Woodwork 13 5.0
cent of the references described floor coverings. It was recommended
that floor coverings be noiseless and colorful. Asphalt, cork and
rubber tiled floors were mentioned most frequently. Colors of various
shades of green, gray, black and white, dull reds and blues, and
greenish gray were described.
Walls were discussed in lU.2 per cent of the articles on
school library quarters. The trend in wall decoration is toward
acoustic wall treatment so that it will have a noiseless effect.
Oak wainscoting, birch, walnut and stained pine finishes as well as
pastel colors are being used extensively.
Color schemes were referred to in 11,5 per cent of the
references. According to the literat\ire the trend is toward rich,
soft, restful, li^t colors in furniture, walls, ceilings and floor
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coverings. It is a trend to paint the opposite wall a different
or contrasting color which blends in with the overall color scheme.
According to 5.8 per cent of the references which dealt
wi^ special decorative features the following items were included:
paintings, murals, fireplaces, carvings, engravings, sculpt\ire,
panelling, borders, flowers, bulletin boards and display cases. In
planning the modern library decorative features, principals of balance,
hau'mony and color should be kept in mind.
Room arrangement was referred to in five per cent of the
references. The most attention was given to the placement of library
furniture for the convenience of the librarian. The charging desk
was usually placed in a central position so that all the other acti¬
vities of the library could be easily supervised by the librarian.
Five per cent of the articles presented infonmation about
woodwork. Oak and maple were described as good types of wood because
they are hard and durable. The woodwork was frequently enameled in
gray or brick finished in gray brown. The toend is toward the use of
materials that are easy to keep from being marred and soiled and to¬
ward the use of woodweark'thattcan be switched easily with furnituro arid
equipment.
Library Furniture and Equipment
Of the 260 articles analysed 93 or 35,7 per cent of them con¬
tained descriptions of or suggestions regarding furniture and equip¬
ment for school libraries (see Table 6), References to shelving
were made in 26,5 per cent of the articles analyzed. Most attention
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TABLE 6
NUMBER AND PEP.CENTAGE OF REFIRENCES ON FURNITURE AND
EQUIPMENT IN ORDER OF FREQUENCY






Furniture Arrangement 3U 13.1
Charging Desks 26 10,0
Bulletin Boards lU 5«it
Periodical Racks lU 5.U
Fireplaces 13 5.0
Display Gases 13 5.0
Card Catalogs 12 U.6
Atlas and Dictionary
Stands 10 3.8
Book Cases 9 3.5
Sinks 9 3.5
Filing Cabinets 6 2.3
Librarians' Desks 5 1.9
Newspaper Racks 5 1.9
Vertical Files 5 1.9
Book Stack Space U 1.5
Maps 3 1.2
Work Counters 3 1.2
Typewriter Desks 3 1.2
Telej^ones 2 0.7
Book Trucks 2 0.7
Shelf-list Cases 2 0.7
Typewriters 1 o.U
was given to items referring to library furniture*
Shelving, tables, chairs, furniture arrangement, charging
desks, bulletin boards, periodical racks, fireplaces, display cases,
card catalogs and atlas and dictionary stands were discussed with the
greatest amount of frequency. Materials, finishes and colors were
described and recommended with the aim of making the school library
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attractive and functional.
Such miscellaneous subjects as book cases, sinks, filing
cabinets, newspaper racks, librarians* desks, vertical files, book-
stack space, work counters, igrpewriter desks, maps, book trucks,
teleji^ones, shelf-list cases and typewriters were mentioned relatively
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